JEFFERSON DAD VAIL REGATTA
BOW MARKER INFORMATION

The DVROC will issue all Bow Markers and Identification Numbers worn on the backs of the bow person and cox. NUMBERS MUST BE VISIBLE, DO NOT COVER THEM WITH ANOTHER SHIRT!! It will not be necessary for any crews to bring numbers.

All boats must be clearly identified with Bow Markers and numbers worn on the back of the bow person and cox. The Identification Number Rule will be strictly enforced. Numbers on the backs of the bow person and cox must be pinned at all four corners and in no way diminished in size.

BOW NUMBER PACKETS WILL BE AVAILABLE AT REGISTRATION. PLEASE BE SURE TO HAVE A REPRESENTATIVE PICK YOURS UP!

Time trial bow markers will be sequential and not the traditional school number. After the time trial, the crews moving on will use the school number bow markers for subsequent races.